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Today's most prolific wholesalers already know this, and it's about the time you've done, too: there are essentially two ways to profit from a wholesale contract. More specifically, the two most common ways to close a wholesale trade are selling a contract, otherwise known as a concession
to a contract method, and double closing. While these two approaches have some similarities, their differences are worth noting and can mean the difference between success and, well, failure. If you want to tip the whole scale in your favor, I strongly recommend that you look at the
differences that exist between a contract assignment and a double closing. What is a wholesale contract? A wholesale contract, unlike any other type of legally binding contract, is a document used by investors to formally obtain the right to buy a piece of property. To be clear, real estate
sales contracts do not constitute the sale of a house; they simply give investors the right to buy the property in question. This is an important distinction to make: Investors interested in entire homes usually do not want to purchase an item of properties. Instead, they seek to secure the right
to buy a particular home and sell those rights to someone else. For a fee, the wholesaler will sell his rights to a new buyer (usually another investor). When the deal is done, the wholesaler does not sell the house, but rather their right to buy it. When all is said and done, wholesalers are
essentially intermediaries, connecting homeowners with end buyers. What is the purpose of a contract property? The concession of the real estate contract is initiated when the owner of the property agrees to sell his house to the investor and signs a sale agreement, obliging himself to the
upcoming transaction. As a result, the investor has the right to buy the property, which he can then sell to another buyer. This is an important distinction to make; they do not sell the house, but the right to buy a house. You see, when you sell a contract, you don't sell the property yourself-
you sell the contract you have with the homeowner to buy the house to another buyer. Thus, the appointment of a contractual approach should usually be the first option of the investor. In accordance with the doctrine of fair conversion, once the real estate purchase agreement is signed by
all parties and in force, the buyer becomes a fair owner and the seller retains ownership of the property on previously agreed terms. In other words, today's wholesalers sign a contract that says they are entitled to purchase property in exchange for what is usually called a fair interest in the
house. So when they go on to sell a contract they have with the current homeowner, they simply sell their rights under the terms of the contract with the subsequent buyer. It is worth noting that the appointment of the contract method will never have take the title on the property, and there
will be no concessions to the contract appear in the title chain. In fact, wholesalers don't even have to fund the deal. The individual buying a contract from the wholesaler will pay the wholesaler a profit for their rights to buy a house, and continues to pay the seller their asking price. In its
simplest form, the appointment of a contract allows investors to compare sellers with buyers. I want to be very clear: the verb of the contract is about the whole and not only between the seller and the investor is of paramount importance. All sales contracts, by default, can be sold to another
party unless otherwise stated. This is why it is very important to make sure that the contract says exactly what you need when getting wet. To be safe, hire a lawyer to deal with these types of real estate transactions. Rent a real estate investor, rehabilitator or wholesaler? Find out which
investment strategy is best for your personality by visiting the FREE grade of real estate offered in your area. What is an appointment fee? The fee for a concession when a wholesale transaction contract is a profit the investor is worth making by acting as an intermediary. However, the
terms of how the investor will be paid in detail in the destination of the real estate purchase and sale agreement, and may have occurred in more than one way. More precisely, everything is subject to discussion, even the concession fee that the investor must make. Most often, the investor
receives a deposit at the signing of the Real Estate Purchase agreement. Not until the deal is completed and the deal closes, however, will the investor receive the rest of what they owe (everything that has been agreed in advance). Common Wholesale Real Estate Appointment Contract
Misconceptions Both contract concessions and dual closing procedures have become the focus of a huge debate around entire homes. Perhaps even more specifically, there is a wild misconception that each of these strategies is illegal, or that the investor is an unlicensed person acting as
an agent. However, each of these wholesale methods has been grossly distorted by individuals who are not familiar with the law. There is nothing illegal about the sale of the contract and the investor does not act as an unlicensed agent, which is what we do here. In fact, the investor is the
main buyer of the transaction; one that plans to sell his contract to another buyer. The investor is not listing the property for commission as the agent will be. Of course, this will require the investor to divulge his strategy to both the seller and the final buyer, which will help to make things
more transparent for all participants. A whole contract can be extremely confusing for those who don't understand it. That's why I always recommend working with a knowledgeable real estate lawyer. You should consult a professional who is good Whole real estate before you decide to
make some moves yourself. There are legal pitfalls in the process, so don't move forward with wholesale deals until a knowledgeable real estate lawyer gives you the green light. What is a dual close real estate? Double closing, otherwise known as back-to-back closures, is exactly what you



expect when entire homes are: the investor will buy the property, only to resell it relatively quickly without rehabilitating it. To be clear, while a double closure can take just a few hours, it can also be as long as a few weeks. Double closing is not all that different from traditional buy and sell;
they are simply happening at a much faster rate. Two transactions occur during the double closing. The first transaction, unsurprisingly, concerns the investor and the seller. The second transaction will have the investor sell the newly purchased property to a new buyer. Each transaction will
have its own escrow and calculation statements; these are two independent deals. The settlement statement is essentially a summary of all fees incurred by both the buyer and the seller throughout the real estate transaction. Otherwise known as HUD-1 (under the jurisdiction of the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development), the settlement application will be an integral part of each transaction; between the investor and the seller, as well as between the investor and the new buyer. Unlike a concession contract, a double closing will witness the investor take legal
possession of the property. As a result, the investor will appear in the chain of title and, of course, will be obliged to pay the costs that have become synonymous with the purchase and sale of real estate (escrow, closing costs, etc.). Wholesaling Houses 101: How to do a double closing
double closing is usually the second option for today's investors, as it requires them to have more skin in the game. Not only do they own the property, but they lose a bit on the bottom line from the costs incurred as a result of the process of closing two independent deals. However, it's a
good option to have in your back pocket. If you're interested in double closing, here's a simple five-step process: Find a deal: It's no wonder your first step in double closing is to find a property to buy that has enough discounts to justify a double closing. This means that it should be able to
be purchased at a price that allows the investor to flip it over for a quick profit. Remember that the price should be attractive enough for the subsequent buyer. You run the numbers: I recommend running the numbers for the next buyer you're going to sell. This way you can show them the
potential for profit and make the deal more attractive. It also helps in determining whether a home is a viable dual candidate Find a buyer: Before you even buy a bargain, there is another buyer lined up. Here here should be able to double close faster and have a better idea of what the
numbers expect. At this point, make sure that the buyer's loan will allow them to take part in the double closing (some banks do not allow this). Buy a house from the seller: Buy the house from the original owner. Just like regular trades, you will go through the closing process and pay any
closing costs. You will also receive a settlement statement that I have previously discussed and will be placed in the title chain. Sell the house to a new buyer: start selling the house to a new buyer. Not unlike the first deal, you will close on the property, just as you would with a traditional
sale. As a result, you will receive another settlement application and will incur the usual costs. Double Closing Vs. Appointment Contract I won't sit here and tell you one exit strategy is better than the other, but rather assume that the one you choose will depend entirely on your situation. At
least a few factors will play into whether double-closing or concessions to the contract should be made. First, you have to take into account the profit potential of the transaction. However, I would recommend looking into double closing if you find a buyer who is willing and able to pay you a
lot more for the property. Of course, you will incur additional closing costs in case you follow through with a double closing, but the added profit can easily make your bill. Aside from the potential for profit, you will need to consider another very important thing: how the final buyer plans to
finance the transaction. If the final buyer plans to use a bank loan to buy a home and you are going to sell the contract, you should make sure to check with the lender buyer to make sure there is nothing that would prevent the transaction. While this is not all that common, some banks have
rules and underwriting prohibiting them from lending money in a concession to a contract scenario. Last but certainly not least, you should consider how long your buyer will take to get their funding lined up. If their schedule passes the previously agreed closing date, you may need to
consider a double closure. This way you will be able to sell the property to the final buyer when they have the funds. A summary of Savvy investors know the benefits of using a general contract, whether it's a double closing or a concession contract. Not only are whole real estate concession
contracts a great way for new investors to break into investing, but the practice requires less capital than a traditional flip and exposes the investor to less risk. Perhaps more importantly, this particular strategy gives investors optionality. With more than one way of wholesale house, it is more
likely a deal will be done that bodes well for who are in the market as competitive as today. When all is said and done, whole homes is one of the best ways to invest in real real regardless of experience. Key takeaways When done correctly, oles can serve as an excellent entry into the
world of real estate investment. There are two common wholesale exit strategies: contract assignment and double closing. Concession of the contract should be the first option for the investor taking into account the whole. Wholesale.
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